Satanic Family and Comrades in Satan.

It takes only a sane mind to know the Truth and be able to act on it. Nobody in this world with a decent character would see this Truth and choose to remain idle. No sacrifice is as big as the sacrifice that so many people have taken, going against this slaver oligarchy, literally sacrificing their life to go against it as aeons went. This literal jump into the abyss, that the enemy cannot make a sense of. What makes people do this thing? What motivates them? Why do they deny the enemy altogether?

Why do few people not act like the predestined and predetermined pigs and "goyim" the enemy expects and makes humanity to be? What is going wrong?
Which is this path, that makes people see such light, that they can merely throw themselves in the fires of sacrifice, without any second thought? What is this power that makes a broken world, people that once have been broken and subjected, into masters? What is the power that regenerates a fallen world from the brink of collapse?

I will sum it up in one word: Satan.

Few will understand us now and at this present. It doesn't quite matter all that much. What really matters is not for them to understand *you*, but for you to understand yourself. Then things fall into place.

In this world where darkness is so prevalent, people call the masters of lies, truthful and the masters of Truth liars. While so many people keep dying and falling like fleas on the ground every day, so many people wanted to be allied to the supposed "good guys". We were by definition, and we will be for a long while, the "Bad guys". Until the definition of this will change and the populace will understand this giant dupe. Then they will most likely reconsider.

So many people are getting lost in the details. The mere details which the enemy has pampered into people that according to the enemy, "matter". Little do people know about things that are greater than ourselves, or themselves. What a betrayal of the eternal Human spirit is this falsehood that makes so many people think that they "know". If you closely and honestly observe life, the more you come to understand this sweet and beautiful, at sometimes, lack of knowledge. It's the heart that glows to create and learn that matters.

I see the future of Satanism in the eyes of the people that say wholeheartedly, that they want to know, even if they don't know. But that they want to know. And that they are after knowing, the unknown. These are the things that make us great, as much inside man is finite. Man ends and he withers away. There are things though that remain eternally, and only if we align, we become like these. What will never end and wither away is the Truth. Was this great purpose that is presented upon Satanism and the mission behind this so small, merely having to do with the so-called "self", such a small thing that could be included in a vice, in a vain delusion, in a fear, or in a hope, where would we be?

A gift to my family is a gift of honesty and people must look beyond the vain beliefs about themselves, the lies and the deceptions. You don't need any delusion, but inner knowledge of yourself, which is a birthright that the enemy has robbed from all of you. This is what will wash you free of pain, misery and guilt. You must raise your head and shed your old skin, and become a new flower that can be planted in Satan's garden.
Much of this decay of the enemy, lives within many people and it poisons them. As thus, the world is being poisoned and it's turning into a slave pit for the enemy. Basically, this world has reached a peak of being so disgusting, that it drives anyone cleaner than its own mess away. But we never asked for the opinion of the jew inventors of this world, neither their pawns. We are here to wage spiritual war and conquer. Don't expect a warm welcome from the upholders of the jew misery and jew decay.

The jew disease is owned by many. So many, even here to an extent, they have confused who they are with this disease. This is justified. People are owned like slave cattle since birth, in an invisible cage, that they can hardly see, let alone break free of. Man is born a slave. It can be as hard to face this fact, as hard as it can be for any patient to see their own disease.

But unless this is done, there will be no treatment. Satan's love for Humanity is genuine. It's not something fake. Satan never approaches with vain promises, or said that things would be easy, fall on our lap, or any other fake promise. He never promised any fake castles in the sky. As his Holy Name says, he is Truth Eternal. The Truth he wants expressed is that Humanity must heal. And in the case of Humanity right now, the only healing, with be its reconnection with what it has once forsaken...Truth Eternal.

People must step off from their shells and look into the greater things, many of which lie beyond this stupid realm of higher individualism, hatred, jealousy, deceit and all the rest of the crap that the enemy pushes into the heads of people as life. Rid yourself of your inner fears, insecurities and stop being a walking bible, or a jew slave that is in the image of this man the enemy wants created to serve them, an enslaved man.

This ridding doesn't mean to get deeper into the pit of the enemy, but making a controlled revolution like the enemy wants you. It means something different. And highly spiritual.

If the flame of Satan still exists within, cultivate it until this thing they have created inside you is burned forever. Come to re-own yourself.

First of all in many ways, except for external opposition, there is internal opposition. One of the statements I kept sharing with all our family, is that the jew is a personification and an element of decay. This decay wouldn't have been able to plague a whole world, weren't it for people to lose control of this type of decay within them. With the downfall of the spirit, steadily ascends the jew decay-
gross materialism, fear, insecurity, suffering, depression, darkness for the mind and the Soul.

It found a fertile ground where the darkness started consuming humanity. And the first ones who opened the door were those who chose to disregard Satan's Eternal teaching, for the sake of a Jewish dupe. Look where they end, all of them. In the pits of suffering and internal destruction. This is the destiny of any Soul that follows the enemy so faithfully. When they are drowning in the garbage they have chosen to follow, that is the enemies of Satan, it is too late for excuses.

Same as now, with enlightenment, as it ascends, the enemy is losing ground every day. The enemy proposes all this fake enlightenment for centuries, while killing and spitefully attacking the real light. For this reason, we must persist. The Truth must be defended by its bearers. It can stand on its own. But its preservation is an eternal struggle. We are not merely fighting an enemy, or just any enemy, we are fighting the largest enemy, or some would say, death itself. A poison running deep still into the minds and hearts of humanity. The masters of the poison are just the personification of this thing.

So, what about you? You are standing here with all the gems in this world, gems that billions would do anything for, as an awakened person amidst the seas of blind people. Did you honor this thing today? Did you meditate? Did you persist? Did you conquer more of yourself? Did you banish more decay from this world? What did you do?

Satanism is about life and Truth. Both of which are so sacred and scarce. Satan is the giver of both of these gifts. Life struggles, advances and evolves, where so much death is consuming, life must still exist. Life is certainly more sacred and scarcer than non-existence and death. Satanism is so many deeper things, that can only be discovered by a look within one's Soul, or what remains of it. We are showing you as thus this reason why we must fight. And we have shown you the purpose behind this.

Where people have been afraid to even raise a fleeting glare, we raised a voice, and we also raised a spiritual weapon, like the spiritual people of the old times, who died century after century in the hundreds, to oppose the same beast that we are opposing now.

I tell you now and forever, as yet another mouth for all these souls, the blood of all these people that have fallen in front of the enemy slaver is NOT in vain! It will never be forgotten.
It runs in the same river from which our Souls stem, the river of Satan’s Light, which once was the well from where all Humanity wasrefreshing itself and living. This is the well from which our power springs. And this is the well the enemy wants to poison.

Through our connected effort, which is our common labor, we are creating what every Satanic Soul has longed for thousands of years. Except for retribution and revenge, enlightenment is important. So many people have fallen by the sword because they have fought against the enemy in one way or another, or merely because they knew them. So many more have fallen simply because of the bloodthirst of the enemy. We are moving forward and the enemy is aware of this. There are attacks and people must guard themselves, from without or even, but also from within.

People have died and have been massacred, whole nations have been enslaved and so many innocent souls have paid the price of the enemy Jewish Racial oligarchy. So many souls have been endarkened so they ceased to exist. The gift of life was lost.

You could be anywhere, but you are now here, and you are now reading this. Because you know something, or because it’s your chance to act. Nobody who is taking part in this holy and spiritual war, will go unnoticed. You are writing the history of this world as active players, instead of mere cattle as the jew intended people to live. The eyes of the Gods fall upon all of us. No more the people will be the chess pawns the enemy wanted them to be.

Against all odds, we are playing and winning. Because this is the struggle of life. Life must conquer death, same as we must spiritually defeat the jew and their programs of death.

In all of the people in whom the Ancient Truth lives, there live the grounds upon which the golden seeds of the new world can be planted.

Some might say it's impossible. We say otherwise. It is possible. All in Truth is possible.

And as everyone has understood, this world is nothing of what it was before, not a Jewish oligarchy party over the major populace, neither a celebration of slavery, affliction and death. It drifts off into something new. Now that you see it becoming possible? What do you see?

Do you see yourself amongst hundreds of other Satanic creators? Then you should be proud!
I want to share with all of you one more thing. Never forget, the enemy is jealous of all of you. They spitefully hate you. They hate that you have been higher than all of them. Even at your lowest, you will forever be higher than them. Obviously, they want you to stray.

They want us to end, to divide, to fall down. They want to see us broken. They want to wipe all of us away from their supposed "world".

They hate the fact that we spat on their face and went on the other way. They hate that we broke their system and their "perfect" equation, of equaling man to a pig and an eternal slave. They have been rejected. Hundreds reject them every day.

All this, due to the Satanic creators and those who love Life and Truth.

So for all of us, there is only one way to go: Forward. And one way to go: Together. A great vision can only be created if we work in these directions.

Our Will is one Will. To set Satan's Truth ablaze in this world, and bring the light back into this world. To spiritually annihilate the enemy and bring them into the face of retribution.

We are all builders and creators of a dream that Humanity has left behind. For every little brick we carry, for every little rock to rebuild this great well of Truth and Life, I thank all of you, but the product of our work shall be our thanksgiving to all.